
The Problem Sheets are a tool to show first of all what should be mastered from the
material in the lecture; these are the homework problems marked with “P”. Moreover,
I will indicate certain aspects of the theory which are desirable to know but would lead
too far if presented in the lecture; such areas are marked with “S” (for seminar). You
are invited to present such an area (or part of it) in a seminar talk, possibly together
with other participants.

You need not hand in written solutions, your admission to the examination will be
based on your activity in the seminar part added to the lecture, which will normally
take place on Tuesday (11:00-12:30, Rudower Chaussee 25, 2.009). The examination
could either be an oral one of 30 minutes duration, or a “Hausarbeit”, i.e. a carefully
written version of a seminar presentation or of another topic close to the material of
the lecture on which we have to agree; your own suggestions are welcome.
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1.P Let (M, gTM) be a Riemannian manifold and for p ∈ M and X ∈ TpM consider on
(ΛT ∗pM, gTM(p)) the operators

w(Xb)(α) := Xb ∧ α, α ∈ ΛT ∗pM

and

i(X) := w(Xb)†, † with respect to gTM

a) Give a formula for i(X).

b) Prove the identities

w(Xb
1) ◦ w(Xb

2) + w(Xb
2) ◦ w(Xb

1) = 0

i(X1) ◦ i(X2) + i(X2) ◦ i(X1) = 0

w(Xb
1) ◦ i(X2) + i(X2) ◦ w(Xb

1) = 〈X1, X2〉

c) Put
cl(X) := w(Xb)− i(X)

and show that

cl(X1) ◦ cl(X2) + cl(X2) ◦ cl(X1) = −2〈X1, X2〉

2.S A proof of Peetre’s Theorem can be found here (and in the articles quoted therein):

J. Peetre: Rectifications à l’article “Une charactérisation abstraire des opérateurs différentiels.”,
Math. Scand. 8 (1960), 116–120

3.P Compute the Laplacian on λ(Rm, gst) and on λ0(M, gTM) for any Riemannian manifold.

4.P Prove the properties of the principal symbol stated in the lecture.
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